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WineClub

Your Personal Wine Journey:
Let It Be Beautiful
Each of us goes through life on a unique,

understand it in this dimension for better or

personal journey, which is unlike anyone

worse, including both good and bad karma,

else’s journey and perhaps best described by

talents, and aptitudes.

beings across the planet and beyond.
As we age, most of us may have difficulty
recalling the first wine we ever tasted,

the meaning of each moment as we evolve

As we grow to adulthood and begin

which in most cases was most likely not a

and as we begin to recall both consciously

to explore adult practices and pleasures,

particularly pleasant experience, because

and unconsciously bits and pieces of one

increasingly wine tasting and drinking has

if it was a premium wine at the table of a

or more of our past lives through our infinite

become one of the most popular of interests;

privileged family, it would most certainly have

reincarnations. As for those nonbelievers of

and now in many cases, careers. But just

seemed “sour”, perhaps even “bitter”, but

the process of “Samsara” or the endless cycle

as each of us has a unique “palate” that

regardless, far from an enjoyable experience.

of living, dying and rebirth until one reaches

judges each wine we try in a slightly different

If you first sampled a fortified or overly sweet

“Enlightenment”, consider the birth of child

way, depending on our accumulated wine

wine, and from your youth you were primarily

prodigies the world over, who are almost

knowledge and tasting experience, each of

accustomed to sweet beverages, such as

immediately masters of the piano or other

us travels a wine path from beginning to end

fruit juices and carbonated sodas, your

musical instruments; or singing or any number

in a somewhat different way from all others.

perception would most likely have been that

of talents only attributed to adults after years

Yes, of course, there are always similarities

it tasted alright, but it probably seemed very

of training and practice: Or math wizzes

among most of our wine paths, yet truly, no

“strong”, because of the alcoholic content.

or IT geniuses: These instances are no

one is exactly alike. And such is life, with

Yet more likely than not, we do remember

coincidence. For with each new incarnation

each of us being unique unto ourselves, while

the first wine or wines we ever tasted that we

we carry forward all that we have ever been

sharing common values, folkways, mores and

really liked.

from the beginning of “time-space”* as we

hopes and dreams with our fellow human

For me it was “Pink Cold Duck ”, a

with his 8th grade classmates in 1960 At the Salisbury School, Salisbury, Connecticut
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notoriously inexpensive sparkling wine most
preferred by those of us with little wine
tasting experience, a freshman palate and
a desire to become intoxicated as cheaply
and quickly as possible. And the reason I
remember this so well is because it was my
primary device of choice for all drive-in movie
dates in high school, back when teenagers
with a driver’s license would procure one or
even more bottles of cold duck, place them
in the family picnic foam ice chest along
with plenty of large plastic beverage cups;
and secure the family car from one’s father

I am RedOwl, as ever, Over & Out.
*(Referring to “Minkowski space”, being 3

to court your current “heart throb”. But by
the summer following my junior year in high
school, I had sophisticated my intoxicant of

dimensions + space, so 4 dimensions into a
single manifold.)

The writer with his high school sweetheart at the
the summer of 1966

choice to my own signature “Cousin Fred’s
Modified Preserves”, which was a gallon
of the following: One quart of vodka, three
quarts of Collins Mix with a generous quantity
of maraschino cherries and orange and lime
slices. In those days the drinking and driving
laws were very lax, so little attention was
ever paid to the practice, especially as the
teens were careful to disguise their alcoholic
beverages of choice under a blanket or with
whatever might be handy at the time on the
back seat.
I must say that Pink Cold Duck and “Cousin
Fred’s Modified Preserves” served me well
in advancing my romantic aspirations with a
number of young ladies I lusted to enjoy, most
of whom were only too glad to cooperate,
because they were equally as interested in
trying sweet tasting alcoholic beverages,
becoming “light headed” and “necking” at
the drive-in movies. We called them “the
submarine races”, but I can’t remember why?
Anyway, I can attest that my sexual education
would never have advanced as swiftly,
efficiently and completely were it not for Pink
Cold Duck (naturally without any parental
advice conversations, which were few and
far between in those days). Thankfully, there
was only one near pregnancy, which firmly
reminded me that contraception was a good
idea, if I wanted to remain in school and not
instead be pushing a baby carriage. No
doubt each of you have your first liked
wine experiences that are recalled fondly
with or without the motive of seduction.
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